Via Email
January 16, 2020
Secretary
Securities and Exchange Commission
100 F Street NE
Washington, DC 20549-1090
Re: File Number SR-NYSE-2019-67
Dear Madam Secretary:
I am writing on behalf of the Council of Institutional Investors (CII), a nonprofit, nonpartisan
association of U.S. public, corporate and union employee benefit funds, other employee benefit
plans, state and local entities charged with investing public assets, and foundations and
endowments with combined assets under management of approximately $4 trillion. Our member
funds include major long-term shareowners with a duty to protect the retirement savings of
millions of workers and their families. Our associate members include non-U.S. asset owners
with about $4 trillion in assets, and a range of asset managers with more than $35 trillion in assets
under management.1
The purpose of this letter is to respond to the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC or
Commission) request for comments in response to a New York Stock Exchange LLC (NYSE)
proposed rule to modify the Listed Company Manual provisions relating to direct listings (Proposed
Rule).2 The Proposed Rule would expand the use of direct listings by permitting “a company to
conduct a Primary Direct Floor Listing in addition to, or instead of, a Selling Shareholder Direct
Floor Listing.”3
CII has generally supported permitting direct listings.4 Our general support was based on our belief
that a direct listing should be a choice open to companies considering a public listing that can be
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more cost-effective than an initial public offering (IPO) while still providing necessary investor
protections.5 However, we have become more concerned that shareholder legal rights under Section
11 of the Securities Act of 1933 (Section 11),6 which arguably have become more important as
other investor legal rights have eroded, may be particularly vulnerable in the case of direct listings.
In other words, investors in direct listing companies may have fewer legal protections than
investors in IPOs.7
As was recently reported in The Wall Street Journal:
One difference between IPOs and direct listings is how they are handled in court
when aggrieved shareholders sue companies. That is the focus of a brewing legal
battle over Slack. Investors are suing the company in California federal court,
alleging it failed to fully disclose certain risks when it sold securities.
....
The company says it shouldn’t be held liable under Section 11 of the Securities Act
of 1933, a provision that underpins many shareholder suits. That is because when
Slack went public, investors bought a mix of shares, Slack said in a November court
filing. Some were covered by the company’s registration statement filed with the
SEC and other shares hadn’t been registered because they were sold by Slack
insiders rather the company itself.
Because the investors suing Slack can’t directly trace their shares to the registration
statement, the suit should be dismissed, the company argued. Slack also said the
plaintiffs can’t seek damages because there was no offering price in its direct listing,
which would determine how much money the plaintiffs had lost.8
Courts are divided on whether secondary market purchases can bring or join Section 11 claims.9
Slack’s lawsuit relies on (1) attacking the right of secondary market purchasers to bring a Section
11 claim; and (2) the inability to determine what shares were “covered” by Slack’s registration
statement.
We would note that the second problem, at least, appears solvable. The SEC should take real and
substantial steps, on an urgent basis, to explore establishing a system of traceable shares before
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approving a direct listing regime.10 In our view, the SEC has put the cart before the horse in seeking
to change the shareholder proposal regime and to impose onerous regulation on proxy advice for
institutional investors before correcting so-called “proxy plumbing” problems, which relate
importantly to how shares are held.
Critical shareholder litigation rights also depend in some cases, particularly Section 11 claims, on a
better system to prove provenance of shares.11 SEC approval of the Proposed Rule before fixing our
system of share ownership would follow the same disordered approach that the Commission has
taken to fixing problems in proxy plumbing.
If Slack and other public companies are successful in limiting their liability to investors for
damages caused by untrue statements of fact or material omissions of fact within registration
statements associated with direct listings,12 we cannot support direct listings as an alternative to
IPOs.13
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More specifically with respect to the provisions of the Proposed Rule, CII cannot support the
proposed provision that permits direct listings that have at least $350 million in public float from
being exempt for a 90 day grace period from the listing manual requirement that the company have
at least 400 round lot holders and 1.1 million publicly held shares at the time of listing.14 The
NYSE argues that the exemption from this liquidity requirement “is consistent with the protection
of investors because the enhanced public float requirement[] . . . would make it probable that
there would be a quick development of a liquid trading market and that the company would
comply with the initial listing distribution standards within the [proposed 90 day grace period] . .
. .”15 The NYSE, however, provides no data to support its argument other than the statement that
the “$350 million public float requirement that would be required under this proposal . . . is far
higher than [the $100 million public float that] . . . a newly-listed company would have to
demonstrate under other circumstances.”16 And without evidence, the $350 million threshold
appears arbitrary.
For all the above reasons we oppose the Proposed Rule. Thank you for considering our views on
this matter. Please contact me with any questions.
Sincerely,

Jeffrey P. Mahoney
General Counsel

state courts, such as taking advantage of state-judiciary expertise on predominating issues of state law while
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